
 
 

 
 

 

 
To whom it may concern, 

 

Following a playing career that enabled me to compete on the European Tour and challenge tour in the late 90’s and 

early 2000’s, a career in coaching became a natural choice when I found myself on the range at tournaments as a player 

coaching my fellow competitors. It became apparent to me that I was better at helping others play well than I was at 

doing it myself.  

I had the privilege to spend time with the great golf coaches whilst being at the events. I met some of the best in the 

industry with my contacts through the tour. John Jacobs helped me with the ball flight laws and coaching from the ball, 

Peter Cowan is a genius with the modern day player and Bob Torrance was an icon amongst the Scottish players of my 

generation. All 3 had a huge impact in how I believe the game should be played today. 

Having moved to SA in 2008 I took over the academy at Silver Lakes in 2010 and saw an amazing opportunity to create 

something special. Within 6 months I had gotten the academy in a good place and had started what is now the African 

Turf Academy. Unfortunately or fortunately, I am still unsure, the board of directors at the time were impressed with 

my style and how I had actioned things and I was approached to be the Director of Golf on the Estate which completely 

side-lined my academy plans as the demands of the job took hold. I achieved a great deal in my 7 years in the role and I 

finally resigned in November 2017 to resume my undivided attention on the academy and fulfil my passion to coach golf 

and develop young talented players. 

Having returned to the coaching environment, I was a little uncertain on how it would go. It has been wonderful to see 

the impact that the ideas I have on the game has had on the golfers. The successes they are starting to have in such a 

short period of time makes is truly rewarding.  

The African Turf Academy goes from strength to strength and as the numbers grow and the opportunities increase for 

our students it is my goal now to find some winners on the amateur scene and professional circuits through the African 

Turf Academy structures. 

Being nominated so soon as coach of the year is a surprise and a great honour. I am looking forward to adding value to 

the golfing industry with my coaching expertise. 

 

Kind regards, 

 



 
 

 
 

 

Andrew McKenna 


